PROSODIC CHARACTERISTICS OF ACOUSTIC SIGNAL IN SERBIAN AND EMOTION RECOGNITION
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Abstract. The study focuses on the process of emotional recognition based on prosodic characteristics of acoustic signal in Serbian. Its main objective is to answer the question of the success of prosodic recognition of several emotions in Serbian. Furthermore, it explores whether the success in recognizing emotions in Serbian varies with regards to the following variables: the type of emotion, gender and the type of sentence. A total of 25 participants of average age around 23 participated in the study. The data was created by using Praat software for speech analysis. The results show general success in recognizing emotions on the level of $M=12.43$ (SD= 6.11). The participants were the most successful in recognizing the emotion of happiness, and the least successful in recognizing sadness. Post hoc analysis found a statistically significant difference in recognizing happiness and emotions of the negative spectrum (sadness, boredom, anger and fear). The results are discussed from the point of social functions of emotions, as well as the characteristics of the affective prosody in Serbian, with recognition of inevitable methodological limitations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The life of man as an inherently social being entails constant functional managing of often very complex social situations. Competent social behavior requires integration of a great deal of information about the interaction partners such as emotions, standpoints and values, intentions, needs and goals, wishes and many other (Morningstar et al. 2018). It is the emotions of other people that contain special social importance and based on them, we form impressions about others and their behavior. This significantly determines the direction of present and future social interactions in the direction of more or less cooperation, affiliation, mutual liking. The ability to observe, recognize, interpret and use information correctly about other people’s emotions (so-called emotional/affective cognition) is related to, better social
orientation, social interaction and relationships both in childhood and adulthood, mental health, professional and academic success (Mayer et al. 2008), and individual’s general wellbeing (Halberstadt et al. 2001). Emotional cognition begins with observing verbal and non-verbal emotional manifestations. So-called paralinguistic (non-linguistic) communication segments, like facial expression and prosodic characteristics, are very important and are also marked as not less significant than linguistic segments in the process of emotional cognition (Leena 2012). Although earlier research tradition was focused on researching facial expression as the most important modality of emotional expression, a number of studies of acoustic modalities have emphasized that acoustic components such as speech prosody have an important function in affective communication.

The objective of the study was to determine the success of emotional recognition based on prosodic characteristics of acoustic signal in Serbian, as well as to assess eventual variations in success of prosodic emotion recognition according to the type of emotion, listener’s gender, and the type of sentences. Another objective was to study the adequacy of implemented methodological procedure, as well as to determine whether the type of sentence content influenced the participant’s success in emotion recognition.

1.1. Recognition of emotions based on prosodic characteristics

There is a strong focus on studying emotional prosody in clinical population, as pathological changes in the process of expression and recognition of emotions through prosodic characteristics of speech are a significant diagnostic indication of numerous psychiatric and neurological states. They include schizophrenia, different types of dementia, behavior disorders, and developmental disorders such as ADHD (Baćk 2016). By combining research results of clinical and non-clinical population, a heterogeneous picture of emotional prosody is created, with researchers’ consensus on important points. First of all, the authors agree about the fact that basic emotions can be recognized based on the prosodic characteristics of speech, as well as based on the facial expression, but with a mild influence of speaker’s and listener’s gender, the type of emotion and a manner of expression (Baćk 2016), as well as cultural background (Laukka, Elfenbein 2021).

For some researchers, the equal use of facial expression and prosody in emotion recognition tasks displays clear evidence of the universality of basic emotions (Ekman 1992). Hence, it is not only specific face configurations, but also prosodic markers that enable the recognition of emotions. Listeners are thus able to correctly recognize emotions based on acoustic characteristics, even if the speech is missing certain lexical-semantic content, or it is presented in a foreign language (Pell et al. 2009). There is also indication that the convergence of vocal and facial information is necessary for optimal emotional cognition (Morningstar et al. 2018). Although certain cases show a preference for one of these two modalities, it is only through their combination that a possibility of realistic understanding of emotional information is achieved. Preference for a modality in expression and recognition of individual emotions can be a reflection of biological functions and evolutionary pressures, if we observe vocal signals from the perspective of functional adaptation (Bryant 2020).

Studies of relationship of congruence and incongruence of semantics and prosody show that in situations of congruent semantics and prosody, “prosodic characteristics facilitate expressive and illocutionary power of what has been said” (Baćk 2016: 81). In situations of incongruent semantics and prosody, the listener relies more strongly on prosodic characteristics, which increase the accuracy of emotion recognition (Ekman 2003).
In the situations where the listener relies exclusively on prosody (without semantics), the ambiguity of emotional information increases (Bąk 2016). There will often be a confusion of emotions, especially those of similar intensity. It is possible to confuse the emotions even when they have opposite valence (positive and negative). This indicates that the intensity of the emotion is of great importance when observing and recognizing emotions. There are vocally expressed emotional categories which are not determined by valence, but by unique acoustic characteristics of each individual category (Jaywant, Pell 2010). Although valence is not a completely reliable discriminating factor, it is possible that it arises as significant due to the methodology of studies based on forced choice questions as in artificial situations, which is different from the usual social interactions.

There are indications that gender influences perception of emotions, i.e., that men and women perceive emotions differently, as women rely more on prosodic characteristics of speech in tasks of recognizing emotions. It has been found that women (to a lesser extent) recognize emotions on the basis of prosody more quickly and accurately (Schirmer, Kotz 2003, Goerlich et al. 2011). There is also a tendency of gender stereotyping in the process of interpreting emotions, where the gender of the person showing emotion is a significant factor in the process of attributing emotional states (Schirmer, Kotz 2003). Some studies of Eastern cultures show the opposite situation, in which males of a population achieve better results in recognizing emotions, which is explained by the differences in gender roles assigned by the Eastern culture (Abdel-Hamid 2020, Meftan et al. 2015).

One can also notice the influence of research methodology on the accuracy of recognizing emotions. During a task of recognizing emotions, the participant is most often exposed to an artificial acoustic stimulus (emotions are fake), which is recognized better than a real one in real social situations (Jaywant, Pell 2010).

Hypothesis on universality of emotions in expression and recognition is supplemented by rare cross-cultural studies. The conclusion of the studies is that both universal and culturally-specific processes influence the recognition of emotions based on prosody (Elfenbein, Ambadi 2002, Paulmann, Uskol 2014), as recognition is somewhat more successful if the vocal stimulus is vocalized by a speaker of the corresponding language and not a speaker of a foreign language (Laukka, Elfenbein 2021). At the same time, we need to consider the length of the exposure to vocal stimulus as a significant factor which influences cross-cultural emotion recognition. The effect of the cultural factor is lost with longer exposure (Paulmann, Uskol 2014).

2. Method

2.1. Problem and research objectives

The research objective is to examine the main conclusions of studies (Scherer et al. 2001, Bąk 2016, Gendron et al., 2014, Paulmann, Uskol 2014, Laukka, Elfenbein 2021, Sauter et al. 2010, Huang et al. 2019, Abdel-Hamid 2020, Meftan et al. 2015, Elfenbein, Ambadi 2002) which have addressed emotional recognition based on the prosodic characteristics in different languages, and therefore contribute to the understanding of this phenomenon. Considering the relatively small number of studies covering the topic of prosodic emotional recognition in Serbian, we have tried to determine the characteristics of possible cultural distinctiveness of the emotional cognition phenomenon in our population. Results of studies and meta-studies of emotional prosody in different languages, with a smaller number of cross-cultural studies, do
not allow us to make unambiguous conclusions due to variations in success of emotion recognition according to the category of emotions. Although numerous studies point to the greater success of acoustic recognition of negative emotions (Scherer et al. 2001, Bąk 2016, Paulmann, Uskol 2014, Laukka, Elfenbein 2021), there are studies which claim the opposite (Gendron et al., 2014) or define equal success in recognizing both positive and negative emotions in certain cultures (Sauter et al. 2010, Huang et al. 2019). The question of the importance of gender for prosodic recognition of the language has also not been answered clearly, although it is claimed that women are more successful in recognizing emotions based on acoustic characteristics. this advantage of the female population is very small, and sometimes it is not even fully confirmed.

Besides determining the success of emotional recognition based on prosodic characteristics of acoustic signal in Serbian, the goal of this study was to assess subsequent variations in success of prosodic emotion recognition according to the type of emotion, listener’s gender, and the type of sentences (stimulus). Another goal was to examine the adequacy of the methodological procedure implemented. Therefore, we tested the differences in success of emotion recognition considering the type of sentence (stimulus), in order to explore whether the sentence content influenced the participant’s success in emotion recognition.

2.2. Research sample

A total of 25 participants took part in the study, 16 females and 9 males. The average age of participants was 23.42 (SD=2.23). The participants were students of the IV year of the Faculty of Philosophy at the University of Novi Sad. The participation in the study was voluntary and anonymous.

2.2.1. Research procedure

The research was conducted in the laboratory for phonology of the Faculty of Philosophy in Novi Sad, in two phases: a) preparatory phase and b) main research. The preparatory phase included the design of the stimuli and the preparation of the participants for the main research. After creating the stimuli base, using Praat program, the selection of the participants and their preparation for the main research started. During the lecture on the subject Phonology, we described the research to the students, its purpose and its realization and we asked the students if they were interested to apply. Twenty five volunteers applied. Before the research, the participants were separately interviewed in order to screen for possible hearing or cognitive impairments, using the technique of assessment of affective prosody (Ocić 2012). The Interview was completed by a psychologist. We explained to the participants the steps in the main research in order to arrange for adequate understanding of the procedure. We also clarified that the research had to be conducted individually, without any possible distractions.

We started the main research in the laboratory, which was a quiet space. The participants used headphones while they were listening to the audio. In this way, we enabled the control of the research in terms of interference of other sound signals from the environment. The main part of the research was conducted by using the online program Google Forms. This program was used both for the display of the stimuli as well as for responding. First, by using this program, the acoustic stimuli were played to the participants in the following way: each participant was presented with 30 randomly chosen stimuli – 5 sentences read in 6 different emotional prosodic characteristics, and the participants’ task
was to recognize correctly the emotional tone of each sentence read, and to choose 1 of 6 offered answers related to the type of emotion. The average completion time was 8 minutes and 52 seconds.

3. Results

Results of the study are presented below, starting from acoustic characteristics of sentences (Figure 1 to Figure 6) in Serbian, which expresses individual emotions. The stimuli have a comparable intonation structure to the pitch in Serbian proposed by Jovičić (Jovičić et al., 2006). Figure 1 shows the following acoustic characteristics in case of the emotion of happiness: rising intonation, high F0, as well as a wide scope of F0. Articulation is normal. The intensity is high while the tempo is faster. The duration is higher because the length of the syllables is above average.

![Fig. 1 F0 of sentences expressing the emotion of happiness](image1)

Next is the representation of acoustic characteristics of neutral sentences. Figure 2 shows fall-rise intonation. F0 average is lower as well as the range of F0. The intensity is normal, tempo is slower and the duration is shorter.

![Fig. 2 F0 of neutral sentences](image2)
Figure 3 shows characteristics of sentences expressing the emotion of boredom. Intonation for the emotion of boredom is falling. F0 average is lower as well as the range of F0. The intensity is lower, tempo is slower and the duration is shorter.

![Fig. 3 F0 of sentences expressing the emotion of boredom](image)

Figure 4 represents the characteristics of sentences expressing the emotion of anger. One of the acoustic characteristics of this emotion is falling intonation, similar to every emotionally colored speech. The intensity of speech is higher, F0 is very high, and the tempo is faster, while the quality of speech is tenser. F0 range is wide and duration is higher.

![Fig. 4 F0 of sentences expressing the emotion of anger](image)

The tempo in case of the emotion of sadness is slower, the F0 is lower and range is lower, while the quality of speech is unintelligible. Intonation is falling and the intensity is lower. The duration for sadness is the longest and the tempo is slower. Acoustic qualities are shown in Figure 5.
The last figure shows the emotion of fear. On Figure 6 we notice that with the emotion of fear the F0 is high and the range of F0 is wide. Intonation is rising. The intensity is normal; duration is low and the articulation itself is precise. The tempo is fast.

After presenting acoustic characteristics of sentences conveying particular emotions in Table 1 the results of success in recognition of individual emotions are presented. Generally speaking, at the level of the entire task, the lowest score was 3 correct answers, and the maximum score was 25 correct answers out of 30 possible correct answers. The average number of correct answers was 12.43 (SD = 6.11).

As indicated in Table 1, the participants could recognize happiness with the greatest success, followed by the neutral emotion. The same table indicates that the participants have demonstrated the least success in recognizing sadness.
Table 1 Percentage of correct answers according to sentences and emotions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emotion</th>
<th>% of correct answers per sentence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>They bought a new car.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral emotion</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boredom</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Milica has gone to the hairdresser.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral emotion</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boredom</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ana is travelling by plane.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral emotion</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boredom</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It is almost 9 o’clock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral emotion</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boredom</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The lamp is not on the desk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral emotion</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boredom</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We were interested to investigate whether the differences in the success of recognition of prosodic characteristics of different emotions are statistically significant. Differences in task success regarding the type of emotional tone were analyzed using a one-way ANOVA, where the independent variable was the type of emotion, and the dependent variable the number of correct answers for the given emotion (considering all presented sentences). We wanted to see whether the participants would be more successful in recognizing particular emotions compared to others. Levene’s test of equality of variances has shown that the group variances did not show statistically significant differences, $F(5,24) = 1.508, p = 0.225$. Values of skewness and kurtosis for number of correct answers in a prosodic task according to type of emotion are within the limits of adequate values ($Sk = 0.413, Ku = -0.766$), which indicate absence of more significant deviations from normal distribution. One-way ANOVA has shown there were statistically significant differences in success of recognition of different emotional tones, $F(5, 24) = 7.040, p < 0.001$. As seen in Figure 7, the participants were most successful in recognizing happiness ($M=21.400, SD=3.361$), followed by neutral emotion ($M=15.000, SD=4.743$). The Participants have shown less success in recognizing boredom ($M=11.000, SD=2.739$) and anger ($M=10.800, SD=5.215$), and the least success in recognizing fear ($M=9.000, SD=5.874$) and sadness ($M=7.400, SD=2.608$). Post-hoc Scheffe test has shown there were statistically significant differences in success of recognizing happiness and sadness, ($p=0.002$), boredom ($p=0.032$), anger ($p=0.028$) and fear ($p=0.007$).

![Fig 7. Average number of correct answers according to type of emotional tone](image-url)

Furthermore, we examined the statistically significant differences in success of recognition of emotional tone according to the type of sentence presented. More precisely, we wanted to check whether the participants would achieve better results in recognizing emotions in case of
particular sentences compared to some other sentences. This question was also answered by using a one-way ANOVA, where the independent variable consisted of five different sentences presented to the participants, and the number of correct answers for each sentence was the dependent variable. Levene’s test of equality of variances has shown that group variances did not show statistically significant differences, $F(4, 25) = 0.379, p = 0.822$. One-way ANOVA has shown no statistically significant differences of success in the task of recognition of emotional tones depending on the presented sentence, $F(4, 25) = 0.243, p = 0.911$. This finding shows that sentence content did not influence the participants’ success in emotion recognition based on prosodic characteristics, as shown in Figure 8.

**Fig 8.** Average number of correct answers based on sentences

Gender differences in general success of emotion recognition based on prosodic characteristics were tested with the T-test for independent samples, where the independent variable was gender, and dependent variable the total number of correct answers in the task, which was 0-30. As the sample size of the two groups was different, we first tested the hypothesis of homogeneity of variants, where Levene’s test of equality of variances has shown no statistically significant differences in variants of the two groups, $F = 0.023, p = 0.880$. Values of skewness and kurtosis parameters for the results achieved in the task were within the limits of adequate ($Sk = -0.236, Ku = 0.114$) and do not show a significant deviation from normal distribution. T-test results have shown no statistically significant differences between the participants of female and male gender in general success in the task of recognition of emotional tone $t(23) = 2.003, p = 0.057$, although it can be observed that male participants have achieved slightly greater success in the task ($M = 16.444, SD = 2.877$) as compared to the female participants ($M = 13.875, SD = 3.181$), as shown in Figure 9.

**Fig 9.** Success in the task according to gender
4. DISCUSSION

Observing the whole sample, the general accuracy rate of emotional recognition based on prosodic characteristics is a little over 40%. This result is generally lower than certain studies (Abdel-Hamid 2020, Paulmann, Uskul 2014, Gendron et al. 2014, Huang et al. 2019, Sauter et al. 2010, Laukka, Ellenbein 2021), although it is difficult to make any comparisons and offer final results. Namely, not only is there no unified measurement for expressing a general level of success of prosodic emotion recognition, but there are no clear cultural standards of comparison (Scherer et al. 2001). The conclusion in most of the aforementioned studies, partly confirmed by this investigation, is that prosodic characteristics of acoustic signals provide participants with enough information in the process of recognizing certain emotions.

The above-mentioned studies, have determined differences in accuracy of prosodic recognition of individual emotions, which is also explored in our study. The results indicate a high rate of success in prosodic recognition of emotion of happiness. We can notice that the participants recognized happiness very successfully based on acoustic characteristics, while their recognition of the negative emotion spectrum (sadness, fear, boredom, anger) had much lower and statistically significant success. Observing the results of other studies encompassing several different world languages (English, Japanese, Taiwanese, Chinese, Italian, Spanish, German, Arabic, etc.) we can notice that most participants are more successful at recognizing negative emotions (Abdel-Hamid 2020, Paulmann, Uskul 2014, Gendron et al. 2014, Huang et al. 2019, Sauter et al. 2010, Laukka, Ellenbein 2021). However, a smaller number of studies, as well as studies comparing several cultures, indicate that certain cultures are either better at recognizing emotion of happiness (Gendron et al. 2014) or equally good at recognizing positive and negative emotions (Sauter et al. 2010, Huang et al. 2019). The results of this study correspond to the smaller number of studies, but differ from the studies which suggest that a greater number of participants of different cultures are more successful when faced with recognition of different negative emotions.

Perhaps it is possible to look for the explanation of the results regarding the recognition of happiness in the social function of the emotion of happiness. Happiness is recognized as an affiliate social sign which is primarily shared among the members of one’s own group (culture) (Sauter et al. 2010), whose important function is to improve and facilitate social interactions (Laukka, Ellenbein 2010). Happiness as a part of behavior repertoire of approaching (Ellenbein, Ambady 2003), and contributes to creating a positive social atmosphere, facilitating more frequent social contacts and retaining membership in important social groups. If we agree that Serbian society can still be characterized as a traditional society with high appreciation for group values, i.e., group belonging and sociability within a wider community, then the fact that the participants are very accurate in recognizing sentences with the emotion of happiness is not surprising. It is possible that the participants view socialization in a traditional society, which highly values sociability and group belonging, as more sensitive to affiliative social signs of emotion of happiness. It is believed that each cultural group has its own specific emotional program acquired during socialization, which results in differences in emotional expression and recognition (Ellenbein, Ambady 2003).

We can observe a significant difference between recognition of positive (happiness) and negative emotions (sadness, boredom, fear, anger) in this study. It is possible that the participants are less sensitive to acoustic signs of negative emotions, which is a reflection of avoidance behavior, and as such can lead to impaired social relationships more often. On the other hand, this might not be a lack of participants’ sensitivity to acoustic signs of
negative emotions, but minimizing negative emotions. Namely, minimizing communication
signs of negative emotions can also be a sign of tolerance, especially in cultures which are
collectivist and as such gravitate to the social group (Huang et al. 2019). Members of these
cultures can inhibit negative emotions as a way of maintaining interpersonal harmony and
avoiding interpersonal conflict or burdening others. This kind of deactivation strategy can
reflect on the expression and observing of negative emotions. A smaller sample of this study
prevents us from making more definite conclusions about more successful recognition of
emotion of happiness. We need to inquire whether the very situation of participating in a study
has contributed to this specific result. It might be less likely that the participants do not have a
developed ability to recognize negative emotions, especially if we know their biological and
evolutionary function of signaling danger (Öhman 2002). It is possible that the very fact the
participants were in an artificial situation of emotion recognition, which totally eliminates
the need for caution and focus on danger signals, has caused the reduced accuracy of
negative emotion recognition. It might be that the acoustic characteristics (e.g., high intensity)
of sentences expressing happiness have caused greater accuracy in their recognition. We should
not ignore the fact that the participants must choose between several answers offered, more
precisely one positive and four negative emotions, and one neutral. Possibly, it was easier to
identify the single positive emotion, which is acoustically different. On the other hand,
maybe the fact that we have four negative emotions, some of which have similar acoustic
characteristics, has produced artificially a greater number of mistakes within this category
of emotions. A bigger number of studies and bigger sample may give more specific answers
to these questions.

The study indicates that the participants are most successful in recognizing neutral
sentences, right after happiness, which is in accordance with numerous other studies
(Scherer et al. 2001, Paulmann, Uuskol 2014, Laukka, Elfenbein 2021). It is believed that
exposure to a certain emotion in daily life can influence one’s ability to recognize it. The
more we are exposed to a certain emotion, the more successful we are in recognizing that
emotion through different communication signals (Paulmann, Uuskol, 2014). This is
especially true for those emotions which have no prominent acoustic characteristics, which
would make them distinctly recognizable. If we follow this line, as well as the fact that
neutral quality of everyday communication is one of the predominant, we are not surprised
by a relevant success in prosodic recognition of neutral tones in Serbian.

The absence of gender differences in this study is not in accordance with most studies
which researched gender differences in ability to recognize emotions based on prosodic
characteristics of acoustic signal in different world languages (Schirmer, Kotz 2003,
Goerlich et al. 2011). Although in some of those studies the gender difference favoring
women is extremely small, it still reaches the necessary level to be statistically significant
(Schirmer, Kotz 2003). This study did not confirm such claims, which requires additional
research due to the small size of the respondents. For now, we can only speculate whether
the absence of gender differences is really particular to our culture when compared to
others, or the reason may be the individual characteristics of men and women who
participated in the study. The study shows the tendency of men to have somewhat greater
accuracy of prosodic emotion recognition, not statistically significant, which makes us
nearer some studies of Eastern cultures (Abdel-Hamid 2020, Meftan et al. 2015) trying to
discover specific socialization processes related to gender roles imposed by the culture.

The results of our study have confirmed the adequacy of applied methodological
procedure in the sense that no statistically significant differences were detected in success
of emotion recognition relating to content of sentences, which shows the uniformity of stimuli presented. On the other hand, making final conclusions on the basis of this study must be seen in the context of several methodological limitations. Limitations of *Praat* software lie in the difficulty of use of certain functions in phonological analysis, as well as the fact that some other types of software are better for some types of phonological analyses. Generally speaking, this is a program that offers a wide spectrum of possibilities and a great data accuracy.

5. CONCLUSION

Basic motivation for realization of this study was that the topic of emotional cognition is contained in a smaller number of studies in Serbia. To this, we add the significance of emotional prosody for social interaction, as a main reason for the study. Besides determining basic prosodic characteristics of acoustic signal in Serbian language, the main goal of the study is to estimate the success of emotion recognition based on prosodic characteristics. Results point to several main conclusions.

First of all, the general rate of success of emotion recognition based on prosodic characteristics in Serbian language is a little over 40%. Although we have a somewhat lower accuracy rate than the mentioned studies in other languages, we believe that the prosodic characteristics of acoustic signal in Serbian language provide enough information during the process of emotional cognition. Especially, as we know that the process of emotional cognition never stops at one modality of information, but strives towards integration of all available information channels.

The next conclusion discusses the presence of differences in the accuracy of prosodic recognition of individual emotions in Serbian language. As in many other languages, recognition of some emotions is acoustically more successful in Serbian language as well. Thus, the participants were most successful in recognizing the emotion of happiness, followed by the neutral tones, while negative emotions such as sadness, fear, boredom, anger were not so successfully recognized. Furthermore, the possible explanation can be predominantly traditional quality of our society, which highly values the ideal of social group and group belonging. In this context, minor success rate at recognizing negative emotions can be a reflection of deactivation strategy, whose end goal is to avoid negative social interaction and preserve social relationships.

When generalizing results, we also need to consider methodological limitations. Although we have confirmed the adequacy of this aspect of methodological procedure by examining differences in accuracy of emotion recognition according to the sentence content, other methodological limitations, such as smaller sample size, *Praat* software deficiencies, forced choice of emotions and generally artificial character of research situation, etc., call for repeated studies and additional examination of the results.

In addition to the academic importance of the results for subject fields that study relations of language, emotions and acoustics, like cognitive psychology, linguistics, social psychology, etc., the study could also have practical implications. This refers especially to the area of neuropsychology, which studies aprosodia, as well as speech therapy. We also see wider applications in the areas of communication and social relations.
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